
Change the way you print/or good 

with Brother Balanced Deployment 
Understanding the significant impact of printer placement on cost and productivity is all in a 

day's work for Brother. Balanced Deployment ensures the right devices are placed within reach 

of the right people. Here's four reasons why Kiwi businesses choose this unique approach ... 

Save time, money & improve productivity 
In the health industry alone, employees spend a staggering 22.5 hours a year 

- or three days - collecting printing. Research shows that in certain industries

print volumes have increased with many businesses not understanding the true 

cost outside of the machine itself. Having incorrect devices in the wrong places 

can be hugely costly to employee productivity and workflows. 

Benefit from a print solution that's tailored to you 

Print should not be cookie cutter, it should be tailored to your needs with a true 

understanding of how people in your business use the technology. Brother 

takes the time to review your current needs, before presenting a solution that's 

proven to reduce print costs and improve productivity. 

Brother covers all your service needs 

Brother Balanced Deployment comes as part of our Managed Print Services 

(MPS) solution, built specifically with Kiwi businesses in mind. When you choose 

Brother, think of us as an extension of your work family - taking care of all your 

print needs exactly when you need it, 24/7. 

Build a partnership with tech experts who care 

Brother is not just a print provider. We act as an invested business partner to some 

of New Zealand's best loved brands, keeping up with the continually evolving 

landscape, and searching for ways to create more efficient use of technology. 
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Brother Balanced Deployment comes as part of our Managed Print Services (MPS solution). Think of us as 

an extension of your work family - taking care of all your print needs with: 

■ 24/7 NZ helpdesk ■ Regular maintenance and servicing ■ Automatic replenishment of ink/toner

■ Free delivery & installation ■ 4 year on-site warranty ■ Free recycling

https://info.brother.co.nz/request-a-managed-print-services-consultation?hsCtaTracking=12c6c027-b36d-4af3-bf1d-68c63d92edb9%7Cf3080c74-cd36-4b3d-90d9-ddb261ef2cb5

